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Abstract—In this paper, a contactless microwave transition is described and characterized. In our
“ElectroMagnetic Drive” (EMDrive) measuring setup, it will be dedicated to transmit high Radio
Frequency (RF) powers without any mechanical eﬀort. It exhibits very good matching and transmission
performances. It is found to transmit 100 W microwave power range at 2.45 GHz without any visible
mechanical eﬀect on a 10 mg precision balance, contrary to a previous coaxial cable. This device appears
useful to every EMDrive setup and can be easily implemented.

1. INTRODUCTION
The concept of EMDrive electromagnetic thruster is one of the most controversial scientiﬁc topics in
the past few years. Indeed, recent articles [1–5] attempt to demonstrate or refute the presence of a tiny
force produced by asymmetrical resonant microwave cavities. The proof of such a force can only be
experimental since it violates the action-reaction law, and until now, no theoretical model can explain
this phenomenon.
The greatest challenge of these experimental investigations is to transmit microwave power to
feed resonant cavities without aﬀecting the measurement of the potential EMDrive force. Indeed, in
order to measure tiny forces hypothetically produced, the most important thing is to mechanically
split the system from its power supply unit, part of the external environment. Among the latest
EMDrive experimental conﬁgurations that can be found in the literature [1–3], some solutions have
been implemented, making it possible to reduce or even to almost eliminate the parasitic eﬀects caused
by the feeding of the cavity.
In 2016, White et al. [1], from Eagleworks Laboratories, published the ﬁrst peer-reviewed paper
in which they report using liquid metal contacts to transmit Direct Current (DC) power (and control
signals) to supply (and drive) the power unit feeding the cavity. In this way, they considerably reduce
interface wire forces. Kößling et al. [2], from TU Dresden, also implemented, in 2018, a liquid metal
contact for an RF feedthrough, in order to avoid parasitic eﬀects due to the thermal eﬀects of the coaxial
cable. In both cases, the liquid contact is performed thanks to containers ﬁlled with Galinstan, a metal
in liquid phase under usual conditions.
In addition to these works,McDonald et al. [3], from Naval Research Laboratory, presented, in
2017, their noncontact RF power transmission, called “ﬁnger joint”, but did not report any thrust
measurements with this item.
In our previous work [6], we developed an original test facility to measure an EMdrive like force.
The chosen conﬁguration, called shaker because of its shape, allowed to alternatively feed two cavities
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oriented in opposite directions without the intervention of an operator. The main parasitic eﬀect was
related to the unique RF cable that fed the cavities.
Taking advantage of the radiation properties of microwaves to look for genuine contactless power
transmission, we present, in this paper, a dedicated transition. To eliminate cable mechanical eﬀects
due to thermal eﬀects with typical 100 W power transmission, the requirements for the contactless
device are: good matching (reﬂection < −10 dB), very low losses (conduction or radiation), high level of
transmission (transmission > −1 dB), high power handling (max 200 W), two independent transmission
channels (shaker capability), 40 MHz bandwidth around 2.45 GHz (cavity tuning), and the lightest
possible.
In the following sections, we will ﬁrst describe the contactless RF transition that we have
designed and manufactured (Sec. 2), before characterizing its electromagnetic properties and mechanical
behaviour when confronting high RF power (Sec. 3).
2. DESCRIPTION
The designed transition must ensure a total mechanical isolation between the generator and the two
cavities, while minimizing leakage to protect involved people from the 100 W range microwave power.
We have therefore chosen to use a “groove gap” structure [7, 8] to create a bandstop ﬁlter between the
inside cylindrical volume and the outside of the transition, without any physical contact between the
two parts of the device.
The device has to deal with two distinct RF channels in order to feed one or the other cavity.
We then decide to use two head-to-tail septum polarizers [9]. They allow to transmit two RF channels
through a single propagation duct (circular waveguide); one channel being in left circular polarization
and the other in right circular polarization.
To reduce the total mass of the transition, several design eﬀorts have been made. We work as close
as possible to the cut-oﬀ frequency of the ﬁrst propagative mode of the circular waveguide in order to
have the smallest diameter possible. We use a septum polarizer with the fewest steps required. We have
limited the number of Electromagnetic Band-Gap (EBG) cells. All the dimensions of the contactless
transition are speciﬁed in the following diagrams (Figures 1 and 2), and pictures of the transition and
the EBG structure are displayed in Figures 3 and 4.
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Figure 1. Dimensional diagram in the septum plane (values in mm).
The part of the transition positioned on the balance (left part in Figures 1 and 3) has been
manufactured with a mass reduction eﬀort, which leads to a 670.9 g mass. Moreover, this part of
the transition supports almost no mass of the EBG structure.
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Figure 2. Dimensional diagram of the EBG structure (values in mm).

Figure 3.
Picture of the contactless RF
transition with blue dielectric support (for
preliminary tests). 1, 2, 3 and 4 are the port
numbers.

Figure 4. Picture of the EBG structure.

The 2-steps septum polarizers are made apart from circular waveguides and mounted together
with about 60 screws ensuring proper holding and electrical contact. Actually, these screws, visible in
Figure 1, do not pierce the septum but only exert pressure on the edge of it.
3. CHARACTERIZATION
The generator-side transition part is ﬁxed, keeping it leveled while allowing it to be slightly moved. The
other part is supported by a shaped polystyrene block positioned on the balance with a 5 mm air gap.
All the characterizations presented in this section are performed under this conﬁguration.
3.1. Low Power
We start by analyzing the electromagnetic behavior of the transition by connecting a 4-port VNA
(Vector Network Analyzer). We are then able to compare the measurement of the S-parameters with
the simulations previously performed with ANSYS Electronics Desktop (Figure 5).
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Figure 5. Comparison of simulated ant measured S-parameters of the RF contactless transition. S11 :
reﬂection. S31 : transmission.
In Figure 5, it can be seen that the measured transmission and matching levels are well suited to
the simulation. Port 1 matching exhibits a frequency shift that ﬁnally appears advantageous in the
targeted bandwidth (shaded area). In this frequency band (2.43–2.47 GHz), the measured matching
(solid line with circles) is less than −13 dB, and the transmission (solid line) is greater than −0.4 dB.
Moreover, the measurements of the matching levels of the other ports lead to very similar results.
The curves of the two transmission channels merge almost perfectly with levels above −0.4 dB in the
relevant bandwidth, while the level of cross-talk is below −40 dB.
One can also note that even better performances can be achieved from such a contactless transition.
With this one, the best results are obtained for 3 mm distance and perfect alignment. However, the
good characteristics reported here are considered for 5 mm distance and approximate alignment that
are representative for simple experimental mounting.
3.2. High Power
In our previous measuring setup [6], the switch used to feed one or the other cavity is directly connected
at their inputs. It is part of the Device Under Test (DUT) positioned on the balance and is connected
by a single coaxial cable to the power feeder.
In order to characterize the inﬂuence on the thrust measurement of the high power transmission in
this conﬁguration, the DUT is replaced by a 500 W matched load (Figure 6).
In the next experimental setup, the RF cable will be substituted by the contactless transition to
eliminate its parasitic thermal eﬀects. In that case, the switch will be set at the output of the feeder,
and its two outputs will be connected to the transition inputs. The cavities, in shaker conﬁguration,
can then be directly connected to the two transition outputs, ensuring a total mechanical decoupling
from the power supply.
In the same way, by replacing the cavities with matched loads in this setup (Figure 7), we will
be able to characterize and compare the inﬂuence of power transmission on the thrust measurement
(Figure 8).
Figure 8 exhibits the parasitic force (solid line) produced by thermal distortions of the coaxial
cable structure as the generator provides 200 W RF power. Actually, considering the attenuations of
each component of the feeding circuit, the RF power that passes through the coaxial cable can be
estimated around 140 W. The cable therefore exerts an increasing tensile force on the system which
causes the constant decrease of the overall weight as long as the microwave power passes through it
(similar response to that of the previous paper [6]). Moreover, the curve steps are a good way to check
the resolution of the balance, which is 10 mg (i.e., 0.1 mN).
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Figure 6. Conﬁguration of the former setup with
a RF cable connected to the matched load.
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Figure 7. Setup with the contactless transition
connected to two matched loads, with a 5 mm gap.
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Figure 8. Comparison of eﬀects of the RF cable and the transition on the balance. The responses have
been synchronized at t = 0 s.
The dashed curve shows that the balance does not measure any force when the contactless transition
is connected to the matched loads. In this conﬁguration, the sensitivity of the balance is 30 mg (the
black curve with circles is the measurement of a drop of a 30 mg standard weight on the transition).
It can therefore be concluded that the contactless transition does not produce any force greater than
0.3 mN. It thus ensures the same function as the cable while totally eliminating its parasitic eﬀects.
Radiation losses are almost nonexistent for a gap of a few millimeters (typically, 5 mm) and remain
harmless to the operator, in the immediate vicinity of the transition, up to a gap about 1 cm. Moreover,
after a study performed with a thermal camera, it can be stated that the contactless transition practically
does not heat up, especially in comparison with the heating of the other elements around it (cables,
matched loads).
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4. CONCLUSION
The contactless RF transition we have designed and manufactured successfully meets the desired
requirements.
In the operating frequency bandwidth (2.43–2.47 GHz), all accesses are well matched (less than
−13 dB reﬂection), despite a frequency shift between simulations and measurements. Both transmission
channels are very eﬃcient (more than −0.4 dB transmission), and cross-talk levels are very low (below
−40 dB), allowing us to easily implement the device in our shaker conﬁguration [6].
This transition entirely handles high RF power and can fully ensure the function of our former
cable while eliminating any mechanical parasitic eﬀects. Indeed, as expected, our precision balance did
not measure any parasitic forces during power-up.
As a conclusion, this contactless transition clearly marks a major improvement in our measuring
setup and constitutes a master piece that could be implemented in other types of EMDrive experimental
setup.
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